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Abstract 

 

Unlike other crops, beans have moderate moisture requirements, but are very sensitive to moisture deficiency during 

flowering and grain formation. It has been established that in the short interval between these phenophases the 

sensitivity is maximum both in case of excess moisture and moisture deficit. Research has shown that the lack of water 

during flowering and fruiting greatly reduces production by shortening the duration of these phases of vegetation, by 

reducing pollen fertility, reducing pods and grain weight. The sensitivity of beans to the deficiency of vapor saturation 

in the atmosphere during flowering also has negative effects on the harvest. In order to determine to what extent the 

years of experimentation approach or deviate from the climatic conditions typical of the experimental field, monthly 

aridity indices were used for the series of years in which the experiments were performed at the studied farms, 

compared to indices of aridity from a longer period. The highest yields were obtained when the soil moisture at the 

beginning of flowering was at the field capacity for water and was maintained at the mentioned ceilings until the full 

formation of the grains. This paper summarizes the results of research on the influence of irrigation on production 

obtained in 2018-2021, at four farms located in the North Baragan Plain in Braila County.  
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Researches regarding the bean irrigation 

regime were performed in the period 2018-2021, at 

4 farms from Campia Baraganului de Nord, Braila 

county, respectively: SC AGROPET SRL, on 

vertical chernozem; SC DANAGRI SRL on typical 

clayey chernozem; SC RINAMIA SRL on cambic 

chernozem and SC TARRA MADIN SRL on 

argillaceous chernozem.  

The distance between the rows was 40 cm, 

the sowing norm was 80-100 kg/ha of seed, 

depending on the variety sown, and the irrigation 

was done by sprinkling. 

In order to determine to what extent the 

years of experimentation approach or deviate from 

the climatic conditions typical of the experimental 

field, monthly aridity indices were used for the 

series of years in which the experiments were 

performed at the 4 units studied, compared to 

indices of aridity from a longer period, for which 

there are data on the respective company. The 

frequency on the studied units of the monthly 

aridity indices, during the bean vegetation period is 

presented in figure 1. 
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In order to determine to what extent the 
years of experimentation approach or deviate from 

the climatic conditions typical of the experimental 
field, monthly aridity indices were used for the 
series of years in which the experiments were 
performed at the 4 units studied, compared to 
indices of aridity from a longer period, for which 
there are data on the respective company. The 
frequency on the studied units of the monthly 
aridity indices, during the bean vegetation period is 
presented in figure 1. 

A suggestive indicator for the 
characterization of aridity is the De Martonne 
aridity andex (Iar-DM), described by the relation: Iar-

DM = P/(Tm + 10), where P = sum of annual 
precipitation, and Tm = average annual 
temperature, at the denominator additionally 
intervening the value of 10˚C. 

The dotted broken line represents the value 
of the monthly aridity index for the average of the 
series of years used, the other lines representing ± 
10, 30, 50% of the cases. Table 1 analyzes the 
deviations and ensures the aridity indices 
compared to 2020 for the experimental years. It is 
observed that at SC AGROPET SRL the year 2021 
is the closest to the atypical year, with the smallest 
monthly and average deviations during the bean 
vegetation period and with the highest assurances 
of the monthly aridity index. The year 2020 showed 
a slight tendency to increase aridity, and the year 
2021 to decrease. And at SC DANAGRI SRL, all 
the experimental years can be considered as close 
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